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TT No.198: Neil Fissler - Sunday 1 April 2007; Ligue 1; Lille 0-2 Valenciennes. Att: 

14,768; Admission: 42 euros; Programme:  4pages, free; FGIF Rating: 3*. 

I have recently acquired the taste for travel and one sleepless night after looking 

at the French fixtures I noticed that Lille were at home to Valenciennes in what I 

have since learnt was a dubbed the derby of the north. 

Valenciennes are currently second division champions having returned to the Ligue 

1, they only reformed their professional section two years ago, it was previously 

disbanded in 1996 three years after being relegated from the top flight after being 

caught up in a match fixing scandal with Marseille and their infamous chairman 

Bernard Tapie. 

And they have held their own hovering just above the relegation zone which is no 

mean feat considering that they have got PSG below them in the table while Lille 

are fighting for another Champions League campaign having been knocked out of 

this seasons competition by Manchester United a few weeks ago. 

The journey to the game was pretty straight forward Eurostar from Waterloo to 

Lille Europe takes two hours but arriving in Lille with around four hours to spare I 

discovered the city was closed on a Sunday, so a spot of sightseeing was the order 

of the day. 

Finding the Stadium Lille-Metropole is pretty straight forward jump on the Metro at 

Gare de Lille Flanders which is between Lille Europe and the closed city centre, 

take line one to Pont be Bois about five stops takes 10 minutes. 

The Stadium Lille-Metropole itself is about ten minutes-walk away through a 

housing estate but is easy enough to find. The ground is only a temporary home, 

they left their previous Grimonprez-Jooris II because it needed modernising only 

for planning permission to be turned down. 

A new 50,000 stadium with an opening roof the Stade Borne de l’Espoir, in 

Villeneuve-d’Ascq and Lezennes should be ready in three years and will mean that 

they don’t have to move their Champions League games to Lens Stade Félix 

Bollaert or the Stade de France. 

It is easy to see why the Stadium Lille-Metropole isn’t up to standard for European 

competition, it’s basically an athletics stadium, in a bowl shape going around the 

track. On either side is covered accommodation with a canapé roof. 

The rest of the ground is open to the elements probably not the place to go in the 

middle of winter but on a lovely sunny French day in April it was pleasant enough. 

Buying tickets off the club website was easy enough and you had no problems 

picking them up at the ground. 

The club have a well-stocked club shop at the ground as well as one in the city 

centre that appears to open during the week, I got into the ground far earlier than 



I normally would because the stadium is the middle of a residential area with 

nothing but houses around it. 

The club don’t issue a programme as such instead there is a four page full colour 

newspaper size publication that was left around various locations, squads are 

printed in the middle but after hurtling around a bit, I was able to obtain a team 

sheet from a women handing them out to people leaving hospitality suites. 

The game itself wasn’t quite what I expected from a local derby; Lille dominated 

from the start but were unable to score despite having several decent chances in 

the opening 20 or so minutes with Valenciennes hanging on and showing little 

attacking ambition. 

After the break they continued to miss chances and were made to pay after 78 

minutes when Geoffrey Doumeng fired a hopeful shot into the box from 30 yards 

which appeared to take the keeper by surprise who let it in. 

Lille pressed for an equaliser forcing a couple of outstanding saves from the 

Valenciennes keeper and then deep into injury time they got caught with too many 

men up field and Eric Hassli scored at the second attempt.  
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